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INTRODUCTION

in 1972, the South Cara!ina General Assembly passed Act 1268 which created the State Board

for Technical and Comprehensive Education. The newly created State Bozird replaced the existing

State Advisory Com mittee for Technical Train ing and was given jurisdiction over all two-year, sta te

supported, post-sexondary institu'cions and programs except for the University of South Carolina

and Clemson branch campuses. During its formative years as an advisory committee and following

its elevaton to Board status, the sysriem grew to its present total of sixteen technical colleges and

centers (see Figure 1). Linder the supervision of local area commissions and the guidance of the

State Board, these institutions provide a comprehensive state-wide educational system (TECI. The

underlying theme for the development of TEC has been its commitment to train highly qualified

technicians to meet the needs of new and expanding industry.

Over the years, TEC has become a strong leader in technical education offering the advantage

of 3 built-in consortium with an aggressive State Board providing leadership to the sixteen

institutions as they in turn provide valuable technical training for the people of South Carolina.

Typical of the developmental leadership the State Board provides for the system is the

state-wide curriculum development project in Civil Engineering Technology. In 1973, the State

Board, through its Division of Educational Services, received a National Science Foundation grant

to develop an individually-paced instructional format for the state-wide Civil Engineering

Technology curriculum in South Carolina. The grant was funded for thirty-nine months and is

administered through the Foundation's Science and Engineering Technician Education Program.

The project vvas designed to accomplish three basic objectives:

to ideruity the spec f c cornpetencies required of a civil engineering technician,

2. to develop an individualized, self-pa ing instructional format

and equipment, and

3. to test and validate all items being developed.

h software

The ultimate goal of the project is to develop a learner-orien ed, open-entry/open-ended

nstructional format which relies heavily on the uses of audiovisuals and hands-on experience.

SIGNI FICANCE AND SCOPE OF THE O I 1NAL PROPOSAL

The original project, as funded by NSF, addresses itself to several educational proble-

national concern, specifically student recruitrnent, attrition, and the problem of dealing with

varying student ability levels within a given course curriculum. The concept of the

individua0y-paced curriculum in this project is directly aimed at the alleviation of such problem

areas.
It is hypothesized that the need to seek out and recruit interested students will be aided by an

individually-paced curriculum which would enable a student to enter the program at any point

during the year even though tile introductory courtes might not normally be scheduled at the time\

he wishes to enter. Furthermore, the inherent flexibility of the individually-paced curriculum- is

particularly valuable in enticing working students and others who may need to make special time

arrangemen s nut possible under traditional education programs.
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Figure 1. Location of South Carolirta's sixteen technical educati colleges and centers.
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Another hypothesis of this project is that the diversity and resultant enthusiasm generated by a

creatively engineered, individually-paced curriculum will attack the problem of student attrition

more efficaciously than the traditional teacher-oriented approach. A student using an

individually-paced packet of learning materials is made aware of the objective and the necessity of

each unit being studied and is thereby involved in the total learning process rather than simply being

the recipient of it. The "hands-on" experiences aimed for in this project can transform theory into

reality for the work-oriented student. The diversity of the learning techniques utilized within the

self-paced curriculum is directed at the creation and retention of student interest in the various

subject areas being covered. Should a student fail to meet necessary course objectives, the
individually-paced concept gives him a viable alternative to dropping out of the program by enabling

him to repeat courses or segments of courses without suffering the loss of time which usually

accompanies the repetition of a course.

It is further hypothesized that the individually-paced curriculum will positively affect the

students level of success by recognizing and allowing for their individual abilities within any given

area. Under this concept, a student can be me-t at his present level of proficiency, and progress from

that point at his own Tate.
Furthermore, not all students learn best by listening and reading. The instructional format

implemented under this student-oriented strategy is designed to provide a multi-media approach to

learning in an attempt to successfully reach students with varying degrees of verbal skills.

An adequately developed individually-paced program should allow students to independently

choose, initiate, and follow through a specific learning technique on a given subject, thus allowing

the instructor to serve, not as the traditional disseminator of knowledge, but rather as a resource

expert in the field who is able to give individual attention when needed.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The project was staf fed with a Director in March of 1973. Soon after, the faculty in the ten

institutions which offer the Civil Engineering Technology (CET) program were organized to form a

nucleus of course content experts.
An Associate Director was employed in June of the same year to coordinate the development

of audiovisual materials. Preliminary meetings of the organized faculty unit resulted in agreement

on the courses that woOld constitute the core curriculum in Civil Engineering Technology.

The courses included in the core curriculum and adopted as target areas for the project are:

1. Statics
2. Strength of Materials
3. Structural Concrete
4. Structural Steel
5. Surveying I

6. Surveying Il
7. Cost Estimating
B. Highway Design and Construction

9. Hydraulics
10. Water and Sewerage Systems

1. Soil Mechanics



DEFINING COMPETENCIES

When a c n ensus had been reached by the faculty members concerning the specific courses to

be developed, the project staff set about determining the core content of each course. To

accomplish this objective, a series of meetings was held with the faculty committee. In preparation

for these meetings, each school was asked, through their civil engineering Department Heads, to

submit their existing course objectives. These objectives were reproduced and complete sets were

returned to all CET faculty members so that each instructor was aware of other programs within the

consortium. During subsequent faculty meetings, each instructor participated in the process of

identifying those objectives which should be consistent among all ten schools. The end result of this

series of meetings was a comprehensive task analysis of the core curriculum which resulted in a

collective list of 163 competencies for the eleven courses in the CET program.

The next task was to verify that the 163 competencies identified by the consortium faculty

were consistent with the needs of potential employers throughout the state. A second round of

meetings was organized between representatives of faculty and industry. Although time consuming,

these meetings provided a valid and realistic list of competencies required of a civil engineering

technician.

SELECTING A FORIVIAT

By June of 1973, the preliminary task analysis had been completed and a format for writing

the instructionai material for each course needed to be selected. Since most of the available texts

relating to the project's areas of concentration are written far the student seeking a baccalaureate

degree, it was decided that the instructional units must be self-contained with little or no reliance

on existing texts. It was also decided that the instructional units should be based on the concept of

mastery learning with heavy emphasis on hands-on experience. After a careful analysis of our needs

and the available predeterhined methnds for preparing self-instructional materials, the techniques

developed by Drs. Stuart and Rita Johnson, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, were selected. Basically,

their system is designed around a self-instructional book that has been written to guide an instructor

through the process of producing and testing a small self-instructional unit or package. This book,

entitled Assuring teaming with Self-Instructional Packages or Up the Up Staircasel , was the focal

point of a workshop for the faculty organized in June 1973, to:

introduce or reemphasize the concept of mastery learning to all the faculty,

identify the strongest supporters of the project and

identify potential writers for the project.

With the list of d;entiied competencies, an acceptabie writing format and the faculty involved

and familiar with the project, we were ready to begin writing.

1 Johnson, Stuart R. and Rita B Assuring Learning witl Set In

bp Staircase (Reading, Mass: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1973

6

ctianal Packages or Up the
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SELECTING THE WRITING STAFF

Since the development of the materials would necessitate a thorough knowledge of the entire

spectrum of the civil engineering curriculum, it was decided that the writing could best be
accomplished by subcontracting several course content specialists. A major decision concerning the

method of writing dealt with the problem of whether to contract the writing to highly trained

content specialists outside the system, or to use exclusively the pool of system-wide instructors with

their more general backgrounds and experiences. Content specialists offered the advantage of more

del,eloped writing skids combined with a knowledge of the most current technical information. The

faculty members, on the other hand, were familiar with the capabilities of the students for which

the material would be prepared. Add itionally, instructors at each institution, through continued

close contact with their preestabl:shed local industrial committees, could evaluate instructional

content according to the needs of ,ndustry.
The results of the first workshop showed that approximately seventy-five percent of the

faculty members were extremely interested in the project and eager to participate in the writing.

Because of the high percentage of willing faculty participants and their understanding of the student

population as well as local industrial needs, it was decided that faculty members should be the

principal authors of the Civil Engineering Technology curriculum with the University of South

Carolina faculty serving as consultants. This approach offered the advantages of both groups. It

provided the project with material p-epared for technology students by technology instructors and

edited and proofread by highly trained specialists. Occas;onally, this oproach was somewhat more

time consuming than anticipated since portions of the original material required substantial

revisions. However, it did provide a method for maintaining accountable instructional materials, and

consequently, it was well worth whatever additional time was requried.

DEVELOPING TH E WRITTEN MATERIA LS2

A key project strategy for the development of instructional material is to maintain a degree of

flexibility that will allow rapid movement to compensate for needed talent on a short-term basis.

For example, the approach selected for this project has been to maintain a small core of full-time

professionals at the State Board to adrninister and coordinate the material development and to

supplement the authors' efforts with consu !tants and part-time employees. This arrangement has

been successful since there are specific talents required to write each course. Hiring supplemental

help as needed allows ie Project Director to design a staff around the characteristics of the course

and its author.
Generally, the part-ti e help that has been required falls into one of the areas listed below:

1. artist/cartoonist
2. technical illustrator
3. technical editor
4. script writer

2 Figure 2 depicts the basic developmental steps taken for each course.
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CONCENSUS ON COURSE CONTENT

CONTRACT WRITER

COURSE OBJECTIVES DEVELOPED

STAFF REVIEW OF OBJECTIVES

REVIEW BY INDUSTRIAL R EPRESENTATIVES

WRITTEN MATERIAL IS DEVELOPED

STAFF REVIEW AND EDIT

BASIC ILLUSTRATIONS ARE INCORPORATED

REVIEWED BY REVIEW COMMITTEE

STAFF INCORPORATES REVIEW COMMITTEE

COMMENTS AND EDITS

TYPED FOR WALK-THROUGH

ADD PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER ILLUSTRATION

PROOFREAD

ARRANGE FOR WALK.THROUGH--CLASS OF 6-10

CONDUCT WALK-THRCUGH

EVALUATION BY STAFr., STUDENTS AND FACULTY

IDENTIFY PROBLEM AREAS

DEVELOP NEEDED SUPPORTING MEDIA IP REQUIRED

REVISE WRITTEN MATERIAL IF NEEDED

COORDINATE WRITTEN MATERIAL AND MEDIA

PRINT FOR HELD TEST

FIELD TEST COMPLETE WITH SUPPORTING MEDIA

Iii I
<

Figure 2 ite ization of the developmental steps taken for each course.

PHASES I & II
27 MO.

PHASE III
12 MO.
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All individuals employed under these circumstances are contracted and compensated on a per unit

produced basis. In all cases, remuneration is made only upon successful completion of the objective

and acceptance of the work by the Project Director.
The first step in the development of the written materials was to conduct an evaluation of

interested TEC faculty members to determine the most qualified person to write the material for

each subject area,
A detailed contract was signed with each author as the writing of instructional material for the

competencies associated with each course was assigned. The contract outlined the specific
procedures and deadlines each author must follow in submitting his work. There were also quality

requirements with built-in checks to guarantee the highest quality of work possible from each

author. The contract also included procedures to follow in case either party wished to withdraw

from the contract for reasons of unresolved disagreements or inability to complete the work. Thus

far, this portion of the contract has been used only twice. In both cases, the problem was easily and

satisfactorily resolved since both narties understood the procedure before entering into the

contract.
Under the provisions of the contract, the author's first duty is to develop a list of objectives

from the existing competencies for his content area. These objectives are scrutinized by the project

staff and the instructors from participating institutions. When complete, each objective then

becomes the theme around which an instructional module is developed.

Before a rough draft of each module is accepted, it is reviewed ...)y the project staff and a select

group of institutional faculty. At this stage of development the review is conducted to determine

the accuracy of the content and the appropriateness of the sequencing. No attempt is made at this

point to judge the module's classroom effectiveness. Each author is obligated to conduct one

revision, if required, as part of his contractual obligation.

EVALUATION OF THE WRITTEN MATERIALS

As the written material for each course is completed, the long process of validation by field

test begins. Each module is first scrutinized by a consultant from the University of South Carolina

who is an expert in that particular area. The purpose of this edit is to utilize the writing skills of

. highly trained experts to rewrite or reorganize any weak points in the module.

The next step involves identifying an instructor and a group of students to partiCipate in the

field testing of each module.
Although conducted under less than ideal conditions, the project's main concern with field

testing is to attempt to validate self-instructional material in a conventional classroom setting which

provides the opportunity for thorough observation of student reaction to each module.

When possible, the project staff monitors the class and records the questions and comments of

all students as they progress through the modules. When a project staff member cannot attend a

"walk-through" class, the instructor is asked to record the necessary information on a form.

Although using instructors to record student reactions expedites this phase of evaluation, it has

proven to be less informative than the reactionary data obtained by project staff members who,

unhindered by the individual problems which must be handled in a class of ten to fifteen students,

are free to direct their entire efforts to the evaluation process.
The results of this phase of the development process are extremely helpful in the revision of

problem areas within the modules. A careful analysis of student comments provides insight into

9



those areas in the module which confuse or are misunderstood by the students. These problem areas

ara closely examined by the project staff to determine if the written material lacks adequate
instructions or is improperly sequenced, and if required, the module or parts of it are edited for a

second time. If the problem module is ascertained to be well written and content valid, the
difficulty encountered by the students will generally lie in the complexity of the concept or in the

method of presentation.
For example, some concepts within the module could be rewritten in greater detail thereby

helping those students who have difficulty understanding the material. However, addition of more

material frequently makes that portion of the module too long and boring for the majority of
students who have no difficulty understanding the information in its original form. In these cases,

alternate forms of instruction are required to support the printed modules. For example, there are

instances encountered during walk-through analysis where a larger number of visuals than is

practical to include in the written module would help illustrate a difficult concept.

MEDIA DEVELOPMENT

Although the grant makes specific reference to heavy reliance on multi-media, the position

taken by the Project Director has been to allow the instructional effectiveness and the cost

determine the medium to be used. If, for example, a concept can effectively be learned through the

medium of printed material, the most inexpensive form of media, then it is difficult to justify
spending large sums of money to develop the same concept in a more expensive format.

The basic format fo: each course is a combination of written modules that form a linear

progression tnrough a series of related objectives. The linear progression of written material is

broadened by a sec,us of alternate media developed for points of difficulty as identified by the
analysis of the walk-through results. As illustrated in Figure 3, these alternate media forms provide a

branching effect for the student who has difficulty understanding the concept in its more

condensed version in the module.

ALM = ALTERNATE LEARNING METHOD

Figure 3. The use of alternate media forms to supplement written modules.
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Each supplemental presentation takes a part of the module, usually a single task or concept,
and expands the information in great detail, thereby offering the student an alternate learning

method. It is, however, possible for a student who encounters no difficulty working through the

module to complete a module or modules without utilizing any of tne supplemental film
presentations. It is also possible that the results of the walk-through may show that no additional

support material is required.
As the results of the walk-through began to show evidence of needed supplemental material,

the project staff began examining alternate media forms that could be utilized. At this point in the

development, the only decision that had been made was to shift from the written format used for
the modules to a non-reading visual format. The criteria of effectiveness and cost were again used to

evaluate visual formats such as 35mm slides, super eight and video tape.
TWO issues associated with learning effectiveness had to be resolved:

1. advantages of still frame vs. motion, and

2. advantages of color vs. black arid white.

Four issues relating to cost had to be resolved before a final decision could be made:

1. cost of production and reproduction of media presentations,

2, cost and ease of making revisions and corrections,

3. quantity and type of audiovisual equipment existing in the ten participating
institutions, and

4. type of hardware necessary to implement presentations.

Resolution of these questions resulted in the conclusion that 35n-irn color slides were the most

efficient and least expensive of the commonly available formats. Except for limited occasions, still

frame is just effective as motion and the cost of 35mm slides is considerably less than super eight or

video tape. Also, since there has been research supporting the concept of learning through the use of

color, it was decided that the additional expense for color slides could be justified. The 35mm slides

also offered the advantage of lower reproduction costs.
Another significant factor that influenced the decision was the ease with which slide-tape

shows could be revised. This advantage was considered valuable since it is the intention of the
project staff to develop flexible, easily edited materials that are free of the built-in limitations

inherent in hard-bound, expensive texts and films.
Finally, an analysis of existing hardware in the ten participating institutions and the prechase

price of new equipment also supported the adaptation of 35mm sound-slide format.

Once the medium had been selected, the format for the presentations could be developed. It

was decided that to be consistent with the philosophy of mastery learning, the student must have

the prerogative of reviewing the material presented. Therefore, the sound-slide presentations would

be developed in the same cyclical style as the modules. As illustrated in Figure 4, information would

be introduced, a question would be asked to reinforce the information, and immediate feedback

would be provided. If a stydent missed a practice problem, he would be instructed to back-up

1 1
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several frarne,; for a review. This technique provides a cyclical effect to an otherwise linear program.

The addition of the media presentation made a complete instructional program for each course

lNFOR&TQrJ INFORAATIonl
(wvamce) (ADV

2 e -z 7 28

D4eRHATier1 qUEsTI ON
FEED BA

FIFORMATI ON1 i

ilikri ADFIAACE

,
______

Figure 4. Format of sound-slide presentation format.

One remaining problem was to locate an audio playback unit that would be capable of

reversing the slides while keeping the audio tract in synchronization. It was felt that this function

was crucial to the success of the supplemental presentations since a strictly linear type of program

with no review capabilities was inconsistent with the philosophy and goals of the project. At the

time this decision was being made, the only available audio playback unit with review capabilities

was manuiactured by Telex Corporation of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Consequently all supplemental

materials were developed around the capabilities of this machine.
An additional piece of equipment, a sophisticated slide production system, was purchased to

acid professional quality to the thousands of technical slides that are being developed-

These questions and problems having been reFolved, a second workshop was organized in June

of 1974, to train the twenty institutional instructors in the techniques of writing scripts for the

supplemental sound-slide presentations. Each instructor was asked to pick one of the problem areas

identified in the walk-through to develop an objective for a sound-slide presentation and to write a

complete script. As in the modules, the material presented in the sound-slide presentations was

introduced in small steps followed by a practice problem with immediate feedback.

Following the workshop, instructors were contracted to continue the script development. As

with the modules, they were once again responsible for one edit of their scripts following a
consultant's review- Remuneration was based on the recorded time of the script A general rule of

thumb was established to hold the length of each script to no more than twenty minutes; however,

the principal criteria for length is the amount of explanation required to completely cover an

objective.
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As of mid-August, more than one hundred sound-slide presentations were in various stages of

development. The overall goal of the project staff is to complete at least two hundred slide
presentations before the terrni nation of the project

PROJECT EVALUATION

Simultaneously with sound-slide presentation and module development, the project staff is

actively engaged in a complete evaluation of all the instructional material. To fulfill this objective, a,

IResearct Associate with a strong background in testing and measurement was hired in June 1975.

A third workshop for the consortium faculty members was held shortly after the Research

Associate arrived in order to introduce the participating instructors to the evaluation plan and to

develop the strategy for implementing the evaluation. A tentative listing of evaluation objectives

inclaide the following:

1. Do students learn more (or better) under the individually-paced curriculum than

under conventional teaching methods?

2. An individually-paced curriculum may produce a very different grade distribution

than that seen in a conventional course, as many more students may receive A's and

B's in an individually-paced curriculum. Are these higher grades justified?

Does the -average" student in an individually-paced curriculum exhibit a

significantly different long-term retention of facts and concepts than the "average"

student in a lecture course?

Can the individually-paced curriculum materials developed by a given instructor be

used in another institution with roughly equivalent results? That is, are well-written

individually-paced curriculum courses relatively independent of who is the actual
teacher, provided the teacher using them understands how the individually-paced

curriculum works?

The majority of people who have taught self-paced courses have experienced the

'procrastination problem- evidenced by a significant number of students who

progress through the course at a rate much slower than average. What are the various

causes of procrastination, and how may a course be designed to n-iinirnize the

problem?

Connected with the fifth objective is the problem of dropouts. Self-paced courses

regularly produce a higher dropout rate than other courses. Can this dropout
percentage be reduced, and how?

What is the effect of class size? Does the quality of an individually-paced curriculum

suffer as class size increases?

13
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itudervs under an ind ividual ly-paced curriculum display a more positive affect

towzd subject matter than students under more conventional teaching methods?

'The instructional ma lerial for each course wil l be tested by closely monitoring experimental

and control groups, Al l eleven courses will be evaluated at various sites within the ten participating

instit utions during -the three quarters of the 1975,1976 academic year.

EVALUATION

IIIIHRIMENCED CRITERION-REFERENCED

Figure 5. Evaluation emphasis.

As depicted in Figure 5, the evaluation will consist of a two-pronged approach : (1) a

riorrn-referenced evaluation Vihich compares the individually-paced curriculum with a lecture-based

curriculum; and, 42) a criterion-referenced evaluation which determines the effectiveness of the

irdividuelly-paced eurrieu lurn in respect to the pre-stated objectives.

For Further lniorrnatiori Contact:

Kent Sharplet, Project Director
State ECIaid for lecnnical and Comprehensive Educati

Robinson Bldg., Room 121
Le)dngton Awenue
West Columbiia, Sowth Carolina 29169
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